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BOOTHBAY’S TROLL EXPERIENCE
By Peggy Newland

“I helped fix the troll’s beard,” Buzz, one of the owners
of Topside Inn, in Boothbay Harbor, tells us. “It needed
more twigs.”
“Does this troll have a name?” I ask.
“Birk,” Buzz tells us, and then he names the others.
“Lilja, Roskva, Gro, Soren.” We learn that Thomas Dambo, an artist based in Copenhagen, has created a world of
gentle garden giants, at Coastal Maine Botanical Gardens, and that everything is made from recycled “found”
objects.
“I hope we find them all,” my friend, Martha, says.
The Topside Inn is perched like a seaside jewel atop
of a knoll overlooking the harbor, but Martha and I are
not there for the views, or lobster rolls, or lighthouses,
that day, we are only focused on trolls. Five of them are
looming, hidden, along the marshes, inlets, and meadows of Coastal Maine Botanical Gardens and we want
time with them before the summer crowds. With directions from Buzz to the gardens, and a promise of specialty cocktails upon our return to the inn, we are ready
for a troll hunt.
“Ten-minute drive,” Buzz says.
Early May is a secret time along the coast of Maine:
empty roads, cooler mornings, and no bugs. Martha
and I are soon alone in a landscape of tulips, daffodils,
and butterflies at the entrance of the gardens. We walk
slowly through the Great Lawn and Founder’s Grove on
winding paths that lead us past perennials and fragrant
herbs and we sit for a moment on a driftwood couch
overlooking the Slater Forest Pond. It is a dreamscape
of stepping-stones across a streambed, with moss-covered terraces opening to a trellised arbor garden, full of
clematis, wisteria, and climbing rose. Sun and shadow
highlight the switchback paths and we are soon passing
a meditation garden and fairy house villages.
“I bet we will be seeing trolls around here,” Martha
says, holding the “troll map.”
The famous rhododendrons are just budding when we
see the first troll peeking over pines. A meditating troll
in yoga pose, which Martha and I imitate along a rock
ledge.
“Is this Lilja?” Martha asks. We look up at her face, so
calming, and made of salvaged wood.
Next, we climb up a ridged, rocky path and are behind
Gro, who has fur made of oak bark, and there’s so much
playfulness in the expressive face. We reach for one of
his outstretched hands. Then, Martha and I zip down
toward the inlet and we find Birk, and we sit with him
on the ground.
“Look at Buzz’s beard on Birk,” I say, and we admire
the twigs and sprouted edges of his “hairy” face. His
arms extend into the moss gardens and his toenails and
fingernails are long, scalloped. “He’s had a manicure,” I
add.
We fall in love with Roskva, with his fallen log fur and
droopy expression, and we want to spend more time with
Soren, but the gardens are closing. We’ve had them to
ourselves for two hours of springtime bliss.
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A landscape of tulips, daffodils, and butterflies at the entrance of the gardens.
“Please come back,” a smiling woman tells us.
“Absolutely,” we both reply.
As we drive back to Boothbay Harbor, we wonder
if the trolls will wander the trails, take dips in the lily
pond, sit on the terraces, looking for sunset views. We
decide to return the next morning to find out.
Back at the Topside Inn, we sit in Adirondack chairs
overlooking a hillside oasis meant to be a painting. Below
us, sailboats glide past Spruce Point, seagulls squawk and
glide, and surrounding us are pocket gardens of dahlias,
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if you go
Coastal Maine Botanical Gardens, Boothbay, Maine.
www.mainegardens.org
Open May 1-October 17 with hours: 9 a.m.-5p.m.
$22/person; advanced tickets required.
No walk-in’s allowed.
Topside Inn, 60 McKown Street,
Boothbay Harbor, Maine.
www.topsideinn.com 1-207-633-5404.
All guest rooms with a view to the harbor, a welcome
cocktail, homemade afternoon treats, and “the best
breakfast in Maine.”
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Geriatric
Millennials
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One of the many trolls you will find at Coastal Maine Botanical Gardens in Boothbay,
Maine.
daisy, sea rose. Two sculptures from the
“Sculpture Trail” of Maine, are shadowed
in sunset. Martha and I sip on “Dolly
Patrons”: Margaritas with muddled herb
from the Topside gardens and fresh lime
juice. Buzz comes for a visit and offers
some snacks for our harborside table.
He suggests Ports Pizzeria for thin crust
pizza and wonderful wines by the glass.
“Overlooking the harbor, and in a garden
setting,” he tells us.
“Any trolls there?” Martha asks.
“Maybe,” he smiles.
The next morning, after “the best

breakfast in Maine” of berry yogurt parfaits, homemade blueberry muffins, and
an artfully arranged Spaetzle of mini
dumpling tossed with bacon, poached
egg, sausage, local mushrooms, apples,
and fresh greens, we pop on our bicycles
and cruise back to our friends, the trolls.
The morning is misty as we glide down
empty country roads, heading through
Sawyer Island, and past Knickerbocker
Park, which overlooks Back River. Soon,
we are at Coastal Maine Botanical Gardens. We grab specialty coffees and head
directly to Birk.
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I recently learned of this
term, and with a little simple math, made the determination that this makes
me an Infantile Baby
Boomer.
I was the last of the
Baby Boomers, having
been born in 1964. Technically, Baby Boomers are
the post-WW II generation, born between 1946
and 1964, and was named
for its contribution to baby-making and regenerating a world that was ravaged by war.
An old woman that I
know was convinced that
Baby Boomers are too dependent on new technology. And then I glanced over
at her life support machine
and she backed off.
I was thinking that if
Boomers were still fertile, how many quarantine
children might have been
conceived? The answer is
none. All of them would
be in line for toilet paper.
Geriatric
Millennials
were born between 1980
and 1985 and the term
first exploded in popularity in April when author
Erica Dhawan referred to
it a “Medium” magazine
article.
To put in differently, the
internet’s official birthday
is January 1, 1983, so some
millennials were born
during an internet-less
time, and let’s face it – the

internet of the ‘80s was
very different from the
beast that we all know now.
That means that Geriatric Millennials were born
without a silver cellphone
in their collective mouths.
Poor babies.
This is not to be confused with plain old Millennials who own an expensive iPhone and more
expensive laptop, so they
can go online and check
that they have no money
in their bank account.
Forget thinking that
Millennials could survive on bread and water.
They’re forced to survive
on air and student debt.
It’s been said that Millennials mock the elderly
and are out of touch with
Boomers. Just wait until
they really are Geriatric
Millennials and have to
use an iPhone the size of
a door mat because their
vision isn’t what it used to
be.
One of the bad parts
about being a Geriatric
Millennial is that Maury Povich might tell you
that you “ARE THE FATHER!”
Some Geriatric Millennials denounce the term.
This, while they’re fishing
for a Kleenex from their
shirt sleeve.
Last
March
2020,
COVID-19 was being
called the “Boomer Remover.” What’s with the
pushback? If I remember
correctly, we’re the ones
that send you money and a
card each birthday.
Personally, I don’t care
if Gen Z and Millennials
argue over side parts and
skinny jeans. I do care that
they know when it’s appropriate to pick up the
phone and speak to someone rather than sending
a text or a poorly crafted
email.
At age 35 and around
that number, similar to
circling a drain, you are a

Geriatric Millennial. And
by age 35, you’ve reached
the stage of time confusion
where you’re convinced
that the ‘90s was only ten
years ago.
By age 35, you should
have a collection of excuses for cancelling plans and
a system in place for how
to realistically rotate them.
By age 35, you should
have a drawer full of
menus, pens, sandwich
bags and bongs and pipes
of yesteryear.
By age 35, you will routinely work out in t-shirts
memorializing live events
older than the interns on
your team.
Economic experts say
that by age 35, you should
have had a legendary music career and been dead
for eight years.
By age 35, you should
be able to re-watch “Bridget Jones’ Diary” and think
‘You’re only 30 and you
manage to afford to live
alone?’”
By age 35, you should
have gained, lost and
regained one imperial
throne, conquered not one
but two other empires with
Roman credentials, turned
the greatest church in the
world into the greatest
mosque, beaten Dracula, married five times and
written a short poem, retirement experts say.
And hey, Geriatric Millennials, it’s only a matter
of time before you start
saying stuff like “Back in
my day,” “I left a message
on your answering machine,” “I taped my program the other night,”
“What’s your fax number?”
“I printed the directions
from Mapquest,” “I took
a nap on the davenport,”
“You go ahead, I’m going
to sit for a minute,” “Can
I borrow your calculator” and “I saw this great
segment on ’60 Minutes.’
Now go to bed. It’s almost
7:30 p.m.

